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ABSTRACT 

 

Language identification is one of the most important step that need to be taken for the tasks 

that deals in the domain of NLP. Automatic detection of native language of documents can 

be used as a pre-filtering step to improve the quality of input data for improved analysis. 

Tasks such as summarization, machine translation, part of speech tagging, stemming,                

text mining etc. need to know the language of a given text in order to process it for further 

analysis. It can also be used as a filtering technique to support users of the task of 

information retrieval. The existing methods for identifying long string of texts does not 

work well with short strings of text which still remains a challenge in the field of NLP.       

In any real world use, a NLP system will encounter words that are not in its lexicon.                

If any system does not recognize these unknown words, its performance will degrade. 

Moreover, presence of misspelled words in the query can cause confusion for the system 

and thus lead to declaring incorrect results.  

 

 

Language identification is the task of determining the natural language of a text based on 

the contents of the document. This report describes a method for language identification 

that is based on Cumulative Frequency Addition. An advantage of this method is that it 

uses a very simple and straightforward algorithm and does not require a large data set or 

high amount of training time. Our method is currently trained to recognize six different 

languages. In addition, we also tackle misspelled words by using Damerau-Levenshtein 

distance algorithm as well as try to predict the correct spelling and include it in our analysis 

which helps in improving the accuracy of our results. 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1. INTRODUCTION 

Language Identification falls in the category of natural language processing which is the 

field of describing how computers can decipher meaning and value from human languages. 

Automatic detection of native language of documents can be used as a pre-filtering step to 

improve the quality of input data, which has become increasingly important in the present 

scenario when the amount of data is increasing at an enormous rate. It has become an 

essential pre-processing step for other techniques such as machine translation, part of 

speech tagging, stemming, text mining and information retrieval, and has become the need 

in order to facilitate further textual analysis. 

 

Language Identification can be used using two techniques, namely Computational 

Techniques and Non-Computational Techniques. Computational techniques are based on 

statistical methods and requires large set of training data for each of the language.              

Non-Computational techniques require that researcher must have extensive knowledge 

about the language that has to be identified. 

 

In this paper we propose a method that identifies the natural language of the document as 

well as handles the misspelled words. In this method, we have taken the assumption that 

the document will be monolingual in nature and have addressed the problem of language 

identification in documents that contain text from only one of the languages from the 

candidate set taken into account. Our system has been designed to detect the texts in six 

different languages namely English, French, Spanish, Russian, German and Latin.                 

In addition to detecting the correct language of the text it can also tell how closely the text 

is related to other languages as well. It is also reliable in determining if the sample                

text contains some spelling errors and can also suggest correct spellings for the                 

misspelled words. 
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1.2. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

Many accurate methods for language identification of long texts are present.                       

However, these methods rarely work well with short texts and are typically evaluated in a 

manner that does not reveal all the problems in applications. Therefore its identification, 

still presents a major challenge in the field of NLP. In addition, in any real world use,                     

a NLP system will encounter words that are not in its lexicon (say, misspelled words). 

Unknown words are problematic because a NLP system will perform well only if it 

recognizes the words that is meant to analyze. The more words system does not recognize 

the more the system’s performance will degrade. 

 

1.3. OBJECTIVES 

Our goal is to develop a system that deals with short strings of text and can accurately 

identify the native language of the text. The system shall also automatically detect if any 

misspelled words are encountered in the users input and should then find the nearest match 

of that word in the database of our training set to determine the native language after 

combining it with result of other words in the query string. 

 

1.4. METHODOLOGY  

1.4.1 Building the database 

The first step is to build a database of the words in order to develop the Lexicon of the 

languages considered in our research. This is done by web scrapping the news feeds, RSS 

feeds, wiki pages, web pages and articles written in these languages that were present on 

the internet. With the help of web scrapping these pages, we are able to get around 10,000 

lines of text from each of the language. These documents are then processed through 

different smoothening and pruning techniques so that they do not corrupt our database. 

Junk characters, indentation spaces and words with other discrepancies are handled 

carefully and removed from these documents. Then these documents are processed line by 

line and tokenized into words. Frequencies are calculated for all the words present in the 

documents of each of the language and are then stored in the database for the                 

corresponding language.  
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1.4.2 Determining the natural language initially 

The string text or the document of which the language is to be identified, is firstly tokenized 

into words and is then further smoothened by removing the extra space characters, 

indentation and punctuation marks that do no play any role in identification of the language 

of the text. Then all of these words are run against the database for all of the languages and 

total frequency count for each of the language is calculated by summing up the frequencies 

of all the words that occurred in each of the language. The language with maximum 

frequency count is declared as the natural language of the document or the text                           

under consideration. 

 

1.4.3 Handling the unknown words 

Since we are working with a very small database which hasn’t been trained over a large set 

of text from the languages under consideration, there may be a possibility that we encounter 

certain words that are not present in the database for any of the language. At first, we label 

those words as unknown words. Now these words are run against the dictionaries for all of 

the languages in the candidate set and the words which find a match are added to the 

database of that particular language so that we are able to provide more accurate results for 

future queries. Also a constant frequency of one is added to the calculated frequency count 

against these words. With this approach, we are improving our system with every new 

query being entered and thus making our system learn new words that it had missed during 

the formation of lexicon for each of the language. Those words which are not found in the 

dictionary of any of the language have to be misspelled words and they are separated out 

for further processing. 

 

1.4.4 Handling the misspelled words 

Misspelled words are tackled in a different manner. A distance factor (minimal number of 

one or more operations needed to transform the first string to the second) is calculated from 

the words of roughly similar length using the Damerau-Levenshtein algorithm by 

comparing them to the words in the existing database. Damerau-Levenshtein distance 

calculates how far the two strings are in terms of 4 basic operations – deletion of a character, 

insertion of a character, substitution of a character and transposition of two characters.  
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A list of possible suggestions for a particular word is generated for each of the language 

and then by using the Pythons’ enchant library, we analyze the confidence factor for all of 

the suggestions and then the one with the highest value, is declared as the word that has the 

most correct form of that particular misspelled word. Similar task is done for all of these 

words and are then included as part of the query with their correct spellings. 

 

1.4.5 Determining the natural language after inclusion of misspelled words. 

After all of the misspelled words are corrected, those words are once again run against the 

database for all of the languages and if they are found, then their corresponding frequencies 

are included in the total frequency count for each of the language that had been calculated 

previously. In case they are not found in the database of our lexicon for any of the                

language in the candidate set, they are added to the database of that particular language so 

that we are able to provide more accurate results for future queries. The new results are 

analysed for any changes in the initial prediction of the identified language and the language 

with the updated maximum frequency count is declared as the natural language of the 

entered text. 

 

1.5. ORGANIZATION 

This project report is organized as follows. In Chapter 1 we outline the field of our project 

that is Natural Language Processing. Also, we throw light upon the challenges faced in 

identifying the native language of the text and our objective to overcome those. The survey 

done for this project has been briefed in Chapter 2. The steps followed to develop a system 

for language identification is discussed in Chapter 3, which also includes our methodology 

along with some flow charts. Chapter 4 shows the analysis of the system developed and the 

observed outcomes for various cases of input when run against our system. Concluding 

comments and future scope can be found in Chapter 5. 
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Chapter 2 

LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

2.1 Word Length Algorithm for language identification of under resourced 

languages (Nicholas Akosu, Ali Selamat) [1] 

 

For solving the problem of language identification there are many available techniques that 

require enormous amount of training data but they are not available for under-resourced 

languages which form the bulk of the languages in the world. Languages that do not have 

a large repository of digital resources are termed as under resource languages. This research 

is concentrated on languages with lesser or null digital resources, and so they are named 

rightly as ‘under-resourced languages’. These are majorly those languages that are spoken 

by a very few people, but they cannot be neglected as these are acquiring significance due 

to rapidly increasing use of the Internet. The possibility of such languages to be used for 

communication over the Internet is also one of the reasons that accounts for its importance. 

 

A lexicon based algorithm that will be able to perform language identification using 

minimum training data is the first basic objective of this study. Major emphasis has to be 

put on identifying the language in the shortest possible time and therefore it is important to 

explore methods that will help in achieving the objective. The effect of the Lexicon based 

algorithm on the run time performance has become the secondary objective of this research. 

 

Based on the available dataset, the outcome of experiments for language identification at 

the sentence level as well as for the document level were accurate. On comparing the 

algorithm with the spelling checker, run time performance improved significantly.               

The language of the target text is identified by the simple lexicon based technique which 

compares the words in the document to the vocabulary for any language. That language is 

concluded as the native language of target document that shares the maximum number of 

words between its lexicon and the target text. 
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2.2 A Comparative Study on Language Identification Methods (Lena Grothe, 

Ernesto William De Luca and Andreas Nurnberger) [2] 

 

This paper focuses on the objective to analyze and compare different language 

identification methods that have already been implemented with respect to their utility in 

information retrieval settings and similar domains. The language identification process can 

be branched majorly into two main steps: In the first step, a model of the document as well 

as a model for the language is generated for both; in the second step, the language of the 

document is determined based on the model of the language and it is then added to the 

document. This work mainly focuses on the significance of a dynamic value for the                     

out-of-place measure. 

 

Short Word-Based Approach: It consists of words up to a fixed length to construct the 

model of the language. It is entirely different and not at all dependent from the particular 

word frequency. 

 

Frequent Word-Based Approach: This is a word-based approach. It considers a fixed 

amount of the words which are most frequent and then generates the language model.          

The set of words that have the maximum frequency among all the words present in the text 

are described by these words. 

 

N-Gram-Based Approach: This approach deals with the third type of language model.       

This model is generated by the n-gram-based approach which takes into account the               

n-grams of different [11] or fixed [12] lengths of words obtained from tokenizing the words.        

In comparison [13], generates n-grams considering sequences of bytes instead of the 

previous discussed approach. A sequence of n characters makes up an n-gram. Firstly, the 

beginning and end of a word are marked using a special character and then the n-grams are 

created for that word. 

After analysing the results for all the methods mentioned, the conclusion was made that the 

best results with 99% score was achieved using the first approach which was the frequent 

word approach. 
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2.3 Language Identification from Text using N-gram based Cumulative Frequency 

Addition (Bashir Ahmed, Sung-Hyuk Cha, and Charles Tappert) [3] 

 

This paper focuses on an efficient language classifier that uses an ad-hoc approach of 

Cumulative Frequency Addition of N-grams. The classification technique discussed here 

is simpler than the traditional Naïve Bayesian classification method. Its positive side is that 

it performs with a similar speed but has an improved accuracy on strings which are short 

in length. When compared to the N-gram based rank-order statistical classifier, this is 5-10 

times faster, therefore more efficient. This approach of Language classification based on 

rank-order statistics based on N-gram comes out to be highly accurate and on addition to it 

is also insensitive to typographical errors. As a result, this method has been extensively 

researched in the field of language processing.  

 

However, when rank-order statistics is used for classification, it is found that it is slower 

than other methods. The reason behind this is the essential requirement of frequency 

counting and then sorting of N-grams in the document profile under consideration.              

The most crucial for a classier are its Accuracy and speed of classification which enables it 

to be useful in an environment of high volume categorization. Thus, it is necessary to look 

into the performance of the classification methods based on N-grams. Classification speed 

could be increased substantially if it is possible to eliminate the sorting as well as counting 

operations in the rank-order statistics methods. The classifier discussed in this paper 

achieves that goal by using a new method based on the Cumulative Frequency Addition 

approach. 

 

Methodology:  Canvar and Trenkle [11] when rank-order statistics on N-gram profiles, they 

found the classification rate to be 99.8% on Usenet newsgroup articles written in different 

languages. They calculated the distances between the N-gram profiles of the test documents 

and the N-gram profiles for the training language and then choosing the language 

corresponding to the minimum distance. They had to sort the N-grams for both the training 

as well as the test profiles before performing the distance measurement. Table below 

depicts, how the calculation was performed. 
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Table 2.3.1. Distance calculation using rank-order statistics. 

 

They encountered two main problems with their classification scheme. Firstly, was the 

requirements of counting the frequency of each N-gram in the test document and secondly 

was to sort the N-grams so that distance measurement could be performed. Here a new 

classifier is introduced using a similar N-gram profile. Its advantage is that it does not 

require a sort operation on N-gram profiles of both the training and testing data. 

 

Collection of Text Samples and then creating N-gram Profiles from them: 

The training sample sizes ranged from sixty-five thousand to a hundred and five thousand. 

The authors collected 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 grams from these language samples. Then the 

occurrence of their counts was calculated and then stored in the database table. After the 

collection the N-grams was done, some smoothing was done by deleting those words that 

occurred only once, which greatly reduced the number of N-grams. No pre-processing was 

performed on these training data. 

 

N-gram Frequency Calculation 

After the N-grams which were not necessary were eliminated, Firstly, the processing was 

done for calculating the total N-gram counts for each language and then the same procedure 

was applied for the entire training set as well. Internal frequency and the overall frequency 

for each N-gram were calculated as follows: 

FI (i, j) = C (i, j) / Σ i C (i, j) 

FO (i, j) = C (i, j) / Σ i,j C (i, j) 
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FI (i, j) = Internal frequency of a N-gram i in language j 

FO (i, j) = Overall frequency of a N-gram i in language j 

C (i, j) = Count of the ith N-gram in the jth language 

Σ i C (i, j) = Sum of the counts of all the N-grams in language j 

Σ i,j C (i, j) = Sum of the counts of all the N-grams in all the languages 

 

 

Table 2.3.2 Sample calculation using a hypothetical N-gram “xyz” 

 

Table 2.3.3 The number of files tested in each language. 

 

Figure 2.3.1 Percent accuracy of classification of NBC, CFA, and rank-order statistics. 
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Summary of Results:  Table 2.3.3 depicts the no. of files tested in each language alongside 

with their % accuracy obtained in all of the three methods. Figure 2.3.1 shows the results 

in from fifty, hundred, and hundred and fifty byte strings using the three classification 

methods. 

 

Conclusion: The key highlights of both the cumulative frequency addition and the Naïve 

Bayesian classification methods are the speed with which the classification is done.               

In contrast, the strength of the rank-order statistics method is its precision and accuracy.  

When talking about short strings, the CFA method and the rank-order statistics method are 

comparable in terms of accuracy.  

 

When processing long text strings for identifying the major language, the speed of the new 

approach plays a very important role. It is also useful when dealing with strings with shorter 

length for calculating the minor part. In the Naïve Bayesian classification, an assumption 

is taken that the probabilities of unique N-grams are not dependent on the other N-grams. 

This is not a good assumption, as it has high chances of introducing errors in the system. 
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2.4 Automatic Language Identification for Romance Languages using Stop Words 

and Diacritics (Ciprian-Octavian Truica, Julien Velcin, Alexandru Boicea) [4] 

 

This paper presented a statistical method for identification of language of written text by 

utilizing the dictionaries containing stop words and diacritics. The authors propose varied 

approaches that included combining the two dictionaries to accurately determine the 

language of text under consideration. This method was selected because stop words and 

diacritics belongs to a particular language, although some languages do share some 

similarities in words and special characters, these words are not at all common.                      

The languages taken into consideration were romance languages because they show a high 

similarity factor and usually it is a difficult task to distinguish between them from the view 

of a computational process. They have tested their method using corpus obtained from 

Twitter as well as from the articles from the news. Both corpora consist of text encoded in 

UTF-8 format, so the diacritics could be easily processed. When there is such a case that 

the text contains no diacritics in it, the language of the text is determined by using only the 

stop words. The results obtained after successfully completing the experiments suggest that 

the proposed method has achieved an accuracy of over 90% in the case of small texts and 

over 99.8% when considering large texts. 

 

Stop words and diacritics prove to be very useful when dealing with the process of 

automatic identification of language. Some words are particular only to a specific language 

and the processing can be skipped completely if those word are directly found. The length 

of the text of which the language has to be determined also has a considerable impact on 

the overall accuracy as it provides more information to the process of identification.               

In conclusion, when considering both the cases of short and long texts, stop words provide 

a good basis for identification of the language but the accuracy of the system can be 

improved to a good state by utilizing the diacritics in the language. Based on the 

experimental result, they come to the conclusion that the dictionary for the stop words must 

be built strongly in order to remove the errors and miss-classification of the words.  
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In future work, the parameter p will be in the limelight so that it is fine tuned in a manner 

which can help in achieving an increased accuracy. More testing need to done and this 

approach will be applied on other Romance languages (e.g. Occitan, Catalan, Venetian, 

Aromanian, Galician etc.) as well as on some other languages belonging to the                   

Indo- Europena families such as Germanic and Slavic. In order to improve the architecture 

of the system, work need to be done on parallelizing the algorithm to a much greater extent 

to reach real-time performance. 

 

2.5 VarClass: An Open Source Language Identification Tool for Language 

Varieties (Marcos Zampieri, Binyam Gebrekidan Gebre) [5] 

 

This paper presents VarClass which is a tool for identifying the language which is also open 

source. It is easily available, both to be downloaded as well as exploring it through a 

graphical user-friendly interface. The key point that differentiates this approach to the other 

existing and currently on-going processes is its emphasis on dealing with the variety of 

languages [14]. The traditional language identification tools do not consider language 

varieties and therefore the main aim of this paper is to fill that gap. VarClass presently 

contains language models for over twenty-seven languages which also includes 10 

languages that are varieties. When differentiated the 27 classes considered here, trigrams 

for the character was made the basis and a performance of 90.5% F-Measure was achieved. 

For evaluation, VarClass considered test set containing fifty-four hundred documents that 

belonged to a wide variety of languages consisting of about two hundred documents 

belonging to each class. The algorithm used in VarClass takes a lot of hints from the 

algorithm described in Zampieri and Gebre [14] and adopts it in a useful manner which was 

later tested in different scenarios. The algorithm consisted of a simple likelihood function 

which was calculated over language models which were smoothened beforehand. The 

models for these languages can be obtained by using words, characters or even POS 

categories The calculation for the likelihood function is done as described in Figure 2.5.1 

 

Figure 2.5.1 Equation for likelihood function. 
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Here, N is the count of n-grams present in the test text, ni is the ith n-gram and L holds the 

value for the language models. The probability for each of the language models is 

calculated. The language model with highest probability determines the identified language 

of the text 

In conclusion, this paper presented a new resource, the VarClass language identification 

tool. This work is a first step towards the evaluation of language varieties into broader 

language identification settings. It is believed that this tool fills an important gap among 

other language identification tools that do not consider language varieties. The tool can be 

used by linguists and computational linguists interested in language identification, 

contrastive linguistics as well as by other users not related to the NLP and linguistics 

research community. 

 

2.6 Language Identification of Short Text Segments with N-gram Models ( Tommi 

Vatanen, Jaakko J. V¨ayrynen, Sami Virpioja) [6] 

 

The task of identifying natural language of any document which contains samples of long 

texts can be accomplished using various number of accurate techniques. But the same task 

is challenging in case of short text samples. The research of this paper revolves around this 

problem and the sample text of 5-21 characters are takin into account. 

The two different methods: A Naïve Bayesian classifier which is based on character             

N-grams and the other one, ranking method proposed by Canvar and Trenkle [11],                   

are compared to achieve the task. Many smoothening techniques are tested along with the 

state-of-the-art method namely Kneser-Ney interpolation, for the n-gram models.                

The results were also compared, using subset of 50 languages, with the identifier provided 

by the Google AJAX Language API. 

The fact that identification of language is being carried out for at least several words 

becomes its uniqueness. Also, word boundaries were not taken into notable consideration. 

The Universal Declaration of Human Rights was taken as a corpus and the experiments 

were performed considering 281 languages. Furthermore, n-gram smoothening and model 

pruning techniques that are important for improvement are not included. 
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 Methods 

The task of identifying language is sub-divided into two steps, mainly language modelling 

and its classification. In language modelling, the models of the languages are constructed 

independently without considering the next classification process. In the step of 

classification, the classifier has a crucial role. Various machine learning techniques, such 

as, support vector machines Kruengkrai et al [15], normalized dot product Damashek [16],         

k-nearest neighbour and relative entropy Sibun and Reynar [17], are applied in language 

detection. Some other applied techniques also include neural networks, multiple linear 

regression Botha and Barnard [18] and decision trees. 

The following are the methods applied in this experiment (i.e. ranking method and the 

classification based on n-gram model): 

 

 Ranking Method for Language Identification 

Canvar and Trenkle [11] proposed the ranking method which is useful in text categorization 

and language identification. In this method, the profiles specific to a language and contains 

the most frequent character N-grams from the training corpus and these are sorted 

according to frequencies of the N-grams. Figure 2.6.1 demonstrates the ranking method.   

The same kind of text profile is created from the classified text and they are also sorted on 

the basis of frequencies of N-grams. An “out-of-place” measure between the text profile 

and the language profile of each language is cumulatively computed which determines how 

an n-gram in one profile is far out-of-place from its place in the other profile. The maximum 

distance is obtained when a n-gram of text profile is not found in the language profile and 

this is equal to the number of n-grams present in the language profile. For the case where 

input contains short text, low number of n-grams are contained in the text profile as 

compared to the language profile. Thus, to avoid the case where language profile n-grams 

are not present in the text profile, the experiments were performed with a revised ranking 

method. 
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Figure 2.6.1. A demonstration of the rank order method. 

 

 

 Language Identification with N-gram Models 

An n-gram model elucidates a probability distribution method in which the probability of 

an observation, mostly a word or a character, is presumed to depend on the last (n-1) 

observations only. The probabilities with paramount similarity tend to overlearn the 

training data. The improvement in these estimates can be done by smoothening methods 

listed below. With these techniques, the probability mass from the rarely occurring n-grams 

can be moved to those that do not occur at all. 

 

 Additive Smoothing 

 Katz Smoothing 

 Absolute Discounting 

 Kneser-Ney Smoothing 

 Model Pruning 
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Table. 2.6.1 Values of precision and recall in case of absolute discounting with n = 5 and 

Google AJAX Language API for chosen languages for all lengths of test sample. 

 

Comparison with the Google API:  The smaller language sets were used in experiments 

with the Google AJAX language API. The results showed overall weak accuracy in 

identification process, in between 20.8% and 59.9%, when different lengths of sample texts 

were considered. In contrast, accuracy in range 64.1% and 90.7% was acquired when the 

best n-gram models were used in experimentation. 

 

Conclusion –  As mentioned earlier that having a good method for identification of 

language in case of short texts presented a challenge as compared to long text samples,       

this research came out with some conclusions. The absolute discounting method, which is 

one of the advanced smoothening techniques, is more accurate when compared to the 

ranking method in the process of identifying language in case of short text samples.           

The accuracy obtained at the cost of slower classification speed and larger model is higher. 
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2.7 Improved N-grams Approach for Web Page Language Identification                   

(Ali Selamat) [7] 

 

For Web Page language identification, an improved n-gram approach which is based on the 

combination of original n-gram method and a modified n-gram method, is proposed by the 

authors of this paper. Also, the experiments showed that the improved n-gram approach [25] 

is able to identify the language of web pages with more improvement, mainly for the scripts 

written in Roman and Arabic languages. 

 

The original n-gram approach is different from the modified n-gram approach in a way that 

original n-grams approach uses distance measurement while the modified n-gram approach 

is based on Boolean matching rate. The improved n-gram approach based on the 

combination of these two becomes the uniqueness for this research paper because it uses 

both n-grams frequency and n-gram position to find the languages of web page scripts 

written in Roman and Arabic. 

 

Language identification of web pages is a challenging task due to the everyday rising 

number of web documents and users of the web services [9][10].  

Conclusion - The improved n-gram approach after being compared to the original n-gram 

and modified n-gram approach has been able to determine language of the web pages with 

accuracy. 

 

Future Scope –  Due to the limitations of computational facilities, the parameters like cost 

of computation and scalability have been left to address in the future, so that the reliability 

of proposed approach can be increased. 
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2.8 Categorizing Unknown Words: Using Decision Tress to Identify Names and 

Misspellings (Janine Toole) [8] 

 

This paper addresses the problem of encountering unknown words in any natural language 

processing system. The performance of system degrades when larger number of unknown 

words are found in language identification. The system provided in this paper is based on 

multiple component architecture in which every component identifies a particular class of 

unknown words. 

The paper emphasises the research on only two components: the first component identifies 

names and the second component identifies the spelling errors. A common approach using 

decision tree architecture is being used by both the components. The results from both the 

identifiers are combined using a weighted voting process. The following are the two 

components: The Name Identifier and The Misspelling Identifier. 

 The Name Identifier Component 

A Name in this context can be defined as any word identifying a place, person or a concept 

which when written in English language requires capitalization. This identifier 

distinguishes those unknown words that are proper names, and those that are not. 

 

 The Misspelling Identifier Component 

This component works in a way that it segregates the spelling errors from the correct words. 

In this, a word is considered to be a misspelling when it differs from the correctly written 

word by any one operation - addition, subtraction, deletion, or reversal of letters, or if any 

punctuation is excluded. The list of features used to categorize misspellings from the 

training set are depicted in Table 2.8.1.  

 

 

Table 2.8.1. Features used in misspelling decision tree 
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Decision making component: Both the identifiers, i.e. misspelling identifier and the name 

identifier returns a prediction factor for unknown words. The prediction is said to be 

compatible if misspelling identifier says it’s not a misspelling and the name identifier 

predicts the unknown word to be a name. In this case the unknown word can be clearly 

decided to be a name error. Therefore, in the case where one identifier makes a positive 

prediction while the other makes a negative prediction, decision making is straightforward. 

Similarly, if both trees make negative predictions, then it can be presumed that the unknown 

word is neither a misspelling nor a name.  

Although, it is also possible that both the tress makes positive predictions. This means the 

name identifier says it’s a name and the misspelling identifier says it is a spelling error.       

In such cases, a decisive measure should be chosen to help in finding which decision tree 

has to be accepted. Since the decision trees return a confidence measure for each leaf of the 

tree, this measure is computed from a specific leaf in the training set. The proportion of 

right predictions over the total number of predictions at that leaf node is considered. 

 

The following figures shows the experimental results for precision and recall for both the 

components. 

 

Figure 2.8.1. Precision and recall for name identification 

 

Figure 2.8.2. Precision and recall for decision-making component 

 

Conclusion: The unknown word categorizer consisting of name and misspelling identifier 

are implemented using a component viz. decision tree architecture. The encouraging results 

were shown by the system when the evaluation was done against the transcripts obtained 

from live closed captions. 
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Chapter 3 

SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT 

 

Our proposed system for Language Identification of text includes the following steps: 

 

i. Collect raw data to build up the training set for out database from web scrapping news 

articles, news feed, RSS feed etc., corresponding to different languages. 

For our work, we collected the data from The Leipzig Corpora Collection [23] [24] that 

provides tools and data for download in different languages using the same format 

and comparable sources. The languages included in our system for now are English, 

German[21], Russian [22], Latin, French [19], and Spanish [20]. 

ii. Extract and tokenize the words from the unprocessed data files of each language. 

iii. Calculate the overall frequency count for each of the words in all the languages                       

which are part of our candidate set. 

iv. Store the data into respective databases of languages to develop our Lexicon. 

v. Remove any fallacy or redundant entries from the database, such as Junk characters, 

indentation spaces and words with other discrepancies. 

 

The database is created for each language. Now in order to detect the language: 

vi. Obtain the query string of which the language is to be determined. 

vii. Tokenize the query string into words. 

viii. These words are run against the database for all of the languages and total frequency 

count for each of the language is calculated by summing up the frequencies of all the 

words that occurred in each of the language. 

ix. Compare the results and output the identified language. 

x. Certain words that are not present in the database for any of the language are firstly 

labelled as unknown words. 
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xi. Unknown words are run against the dictionaries for all of the languages in the 

candidate set and the words which find a match are added to the database of that 

particular language. If those words are not found in the dictionary of any of the 

language, they are categorized as misspelled words and are separated out for further 

processing. 

xii. Misspelled words are tackled using Damearu-Lavenshtein algorithm and pythons 

enchant library to find the correct suggestions. 

xiii. Corrected words are once again run against the database for all of the languages and 

if they are found, then their corresponding frequencies are included in the total 

frequency count. 

xiv. In case they are not found in the database of our lexicon for any of the language in 

the candidate set, they are added to the database of that particular language so that 

we are able to provide more accurate results for future queries. 

xv. The language with the updated maximum frequency count is declared as the natural 

language of the entered text. 

 

Fig 3.1 A Flow Chart representation of initial process of language identification. 
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Fig 3.2 The summarized process of Identification of Language with                                           

inclusion of misspelled words. 
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CHAPTER 4 

PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

 

For developing a basic system at first, the languages we have chosen are English, Russian, 

French, Spanish, Latin and German. The first step is to build a database of training set in 

order to develop the Lexicon of our languages that have been included in our project at 

present.  

Raw files are collected from articles, news feed, RSS feeds and web pages in these 

languages that are present on the internet. 

 

 

Fig 4.1 Raw Data from the web in English. 

 

 

Fig 4.2 Raw Data from the web in Russian. 
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Then all these Raw files obtained from the web are tokenized and are stored in the 

respective databases of our training set after calculating their frequency of occurrence in 

that particular language. 

 

 

                                    

 

Fig 4.3 Tokenized words with frequency              Fig 4.4 Tokenized words with frequency 

 from English.                                                       from Russian. 

 

The same method is applied to Raw unprocessed files of all the languages and in the end 

we get our training set. 
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Fig. 4.5 List of Tables in our training set. 

 

Here is a description of the layout of tables in our dataset. All the tables in our training set 

follow the same configuration. The Describe command of the SQL language provides 

information about the columns of the table. 

 

Fig 4.6 Description of the Russian table. 

 

 

Fig 4.7 Description of the French table. 
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Now we process the query string, of which the language needs to be identified.                           

It is tokenized into words and then all the words are run against the database of all 

languages. Probable language is determined by combining the frequencies of all the words 

of the query text and their occurrence all together and native language that is identified for 

the query text is displayed. Words that were not present in the database of any of the 

language are first looked up in the dictionary and if found, are added to the database.           

The remaining words will be misspelled words. A list of possible suggestions for a 

particular word is generated for each of the language and then by using the Pythons’ 

enchant library, we analyze the confidence factor for all of the suggestions and then the one 

with the highest value, is declared as the word that has the most correct form of that 

particular misspelled word and then its frequency is added to the previously calculated 

results. 

 

Fig. 4.8 Result for sample text entered in English. 
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Fig. 4.9 Result for sample text entered in Russian.

 

Fig. 4.10 Result for sample text entered in Spanish. 
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Fig. 4.8 shows the results when the query was entered and the system identified the 

language to be English. Initially only a single word was correctly spelled and therefore we 

obtained a low frequency count for the English language. The remaining three words 

“havv”, “goood" and “speling” were identified as misspelled and then their correct spelling 

is judged by the system. Frequencies of these words are then added on to the previous 

results thus increasing the total frequency count by a larger factor. 

 

Fig. 4.9 shows the results when the query was entered and the system identified the 

language to be Russian. Due of its unlikeliness with other languages, the query string was 

perspicuously identified rightly. The resemblance with any other language is negligible 

which is supported by the high cumulative frequency count. There were two unknown 

words encountered which were first searched against the database and when not found were 

looked into the respective dictionary. Both the words were updated to the Russian database 

of our system, with a new constant frequency of one, hence improving the system 

performance for future queries. 

 

Fig. 4.10 illustrates the case when the query was entered and the system identified the 

language to be Spanish. Also, it found three unknown words, out of which one was 

successfully found in Spanish dictionary while the other two were categorized as 

misspelled words. These words were then tackled using Damerau-Levenshtein algorithm 

and out of all the suggestions obtained, the correct word was decided by using Pythons’ 

Enchant library that had the highest confidence measure. The frequency for these words 

were looked up in the database and added on to the previous results. As we can see that 

there has been an increase in the frequency count for Spanish which increases the gap 

between its resemblance to French and thus providing more accurate results after 

considering misspelled words. 
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The precision, recall and F-measures have been used to determine the efficiency of the 

proposed Cumulative Frequency Addition method, which are the standards of measurement 

in the field of Natural Language Processing. Precision is the proportion of correctly 

classified test samples in all samples classified to the given language, whereas recall is the 

proportion of correctly classified test samples in all samples of the given language.                 

F-measure is the weighted harmonic mean of Precision and Recall that has been calculated 

by giving equal importance to both of the measures. 

 

Language Precision (%) Recall (%) F-measure (%) 

Russian 98.91 98.64 98.75 

English 97.76 96.44 97.09 

German 97.53 95.78 96.64 

Spanish 89.52 88.21 88.86 

Latin 93.85 74.88 87.65 

French 87.60 82.10 84.76 

Table 4.1  Precision, Recall and F-measure values. 

 

The performance of our system was examined using six thousand query test cases for each 

of the languages. The precision and recall values calculated on the basis of these test cases 

are given in the Table 1 along with their F- measures.  

 

From the results, high precision values can be seen to have been achieved for all of the 

languages in the candidate set which has been the main objective right from the beginning. 

We see that we have achieved quite high values of precision (98.91%, 97.76%, 97.53%) as 

well as recall (98.64%, 96.44%, 95.78%) for Russian, English and German respectively. 

This clearly justifies the fact that these languages are very unique in their nature so their 

chances of being interpreted as some other language are extremely low. The highest values 

are achieved in the case of Russian language due to the uniqueness of their characters and 

grammar which is also seconded by the high frequency values. 
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In case of Spanish and French, we have a slightly lower precision (89.52% and 87.60%) 

when compared to German since both of these language shares its roots with Latin and 

hence share a large set of words with each other. In few test cases one language was 

incorrectly identified as the other due to a slight difference in their frequency count.       

Recall value for Spanish (88.21%) is high when compared to French (82.10%) and this is 

due to the reason that French was sometimes incorrectly identified as Spanish but the vice 

versa had a very few cases. 

 

Considering the case of Latin, it has precision 93.85% and lower recall 74.88%. Latin being 

the parent of Spanish, French, Italian, Romanian, and other Romance languages, shares a 

lot of lexicon with these languages. Therefore, in cases in which our system predicted the 

language to be Latin has a high precision but a lower recall since it identified a few cases 

belonging to Spanish or French as well. 

 

To summarize, our system not only identifies the language of the text that are short in length 

but also takes into consideration, the misspelled words present in the query, handles them 

gracefully and adds their significance in the entire process. 

Overall, our system has a high accuracy with an encouraging performance seconded by the 

F- score of 91.60% for all of the languages in the candidate set. 
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Chapter 5 

CONCLUSION 

 

5.1 CONCLUSION 

Although there are numerous language identification methods that have implemented 

various strategies for large documents or long texts, correctly identifying the short text has 

always been a challenge in this domain. Our method tackles the short texts quite gracefully 

and in an efficient manner providing accurate results most of the times. Our method also 

handles misspelled words and is able to provide accurate spellings for those words most of 

the times. This reduces the chances of incorrect results that might have been produced due 

to presence of misspelled words in the query. Our method learns with every new query that 

has been executed by adding words to the lexicon that are missing in the database.               

The system provides encouraging results when evaluated against a particularly challenging 

domain: short text with misspelled words which is supported by the overall F-measure score 

of 91.60%.  

 

5.2 FUTURE SCOPE 

More work need to be done on improving the precision values of Spanish and French so 

that the cases in which the language has been identified incorrectly are minimized.          

Latin being the parent of Spanish and French shows high resemblance with them and 

therefore work needs to be done on improving its recall values so that its result is not 

confused with the other two languages. The factor of computational costs haves not been 

included in our research and can be explored at a later stage to improve the efficiency of 

our algorithm. 
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APPENDICES 

 

Code for initial process of Language Identification. 
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Code for Identification of Language with inclusion of misspelled words 
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